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Degrees Offered: None

In the 1999–2000 academic year, Rice University began offering a new set of courses in the area of neuroscience to supplement a set of courses already offered by various departments in closely allied areas. These courses, which carry the designation NEUR, are offered in part by faculty associated with the Division of Neurosciences at Baylor College of Medicine, in part by faculty at the University of Texas Medical School at Houston, and in part by faculty at Rice in several different departments (including biochemistry and cell biology, computer science, electrical and computer engineering, linguistics, and psychology.) They are intended primarily for Rice graduate students but, with permission, are available to advanced undergraduates. Some of these classes are taught at the nearby Texas Medical Center campus and some are taught according to Baylor’s or UT’s academic calendars, which are different from Rice’s. For further information on what courses are available and for instructions on how to apply to enter these classes, consult Rice’s neuroscience website at www.ruf.rice.edu/~neurosci/.

See NEUR in the Courses of Instruction section.